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ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses three different types of storage services available from Amazon Web 

Services (AWS)—Amazon S3, Amazon Aurora, and Amazon Redshift—and how SAS® can 
access data from each type of storage service for analytical purposes. Amazon S3 stores 

data as objects, such as files. You can access these files by using the S3 procedure in SAS. 

Amazon Aurora is a relational database that is part of Amazon’s Relational Database 

Service. The engine for Aurora is compatible with both MySQL or Postgres. Depending on 

whether the Aurora database is based on MySQL or Postgres, you can use SAS/ACCESS®

Interface to MySQL or SAS/ACCESS® Interface to Postgres to access the data in Aurora. 
Amazon Redshift is a fully managed, scalable data warehouse in the cloud. You can use 

SAS/ACCESS® Interface to Amazon Redshift to access data stored in Amazon Redshift.

INTRODUCTION 

Amazon Web Services (AWS) is one of the leading providers of cloud computing services, 

including storage and databases. The many services offered by AWS include Amazon Simple 

Storage Service (S3), Amazon Aurora, and Amazon Redshift. S3 is a file storage system 

that enables users to upload data to the AWS cloud. Aurora is a database system that can 

be used for applications. Redshift is a data warehousing service that can also be used for 

business applications. All three of these services can be data sources and can store the 

output of analytics from SAS. This paper does not discuss mass uploading of data to the 

cloud. It assumes that data is already there, or that you want to load data or results back to 

AWS from SAS.  

DATA STORED IN S3 

S3 is a cost-effective storage offering from Amazon Web Services. It is typically used for 

storing files. As Hadoop seems to be losing its newness appeal and companies are looking 

for ways to store data in the cloud cost effectively, S3 is a viable option. Customers of S3 

can store text files, data files, image files, and other data from the web. More details about 

S3 can be found in a FAQ document on the Amazon site.  

SAS users can access files stored in S3 either by using the S3 procedure or by creating a 

caslib. PROC S3 is used for object management, such as creating buckets or files. Table 1 

shows a list of use cases: 

PROC S3 Specifies the connection parameters to S3. Ex. 1, Ex. 2, Ex. 
3 

BUCKET Specifies whether to enable transfer acceleration for a 
bucket. 

COPY Copies an S3 object to an S3 destination. Ex. 2, Ex. 3 

CREATE Creates an S3 bucket. Ex. 1 

https://www.amazonaws.cn/en/s3/faqs/
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n1volodm4xnj3xn1s99poiemcha2.htm&locale=en
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=p0c79z6br70ko9n1sqfpduqjiyp2.htm&locale=en#p0c79z6br70ko9n1sqfpduqjiyp2
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n1u5cmv746ze5qn18qcbuhcu5hul.htm&locale=en#n1u5cmv746ze5qn18qcbuhcu5hul
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n14moa20wfbo2mn1hecjdxaumvc9.htm&locale=en#n14moa20wfbo2mn1hecjdxaumvc9
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n14moa20wfbo2mn1hecjdxaumvc9.htm&locale=en#n14moa20wfbo2mn1hecjdxaumvc9
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=p0xo2pqzsjggxin1kb33nawbdz6v.htm&locale=en
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=p1kcav6ud2lj5rn1k9uw3hjzb7q8.htm&locale=en
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n1u5cmv746ze5qn18qcbuhcu5hul.htm&locale=en#n1u5cmv746ze5qn18qcbuhcu5hul
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n14moa20wfbo2mn1hecjdxaumvc9.htm&locale=en#n14moa20wfbo2mn1hecjdxaumvc9
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=p0anozhx4la3gyn1s0hywdehrche.htm&locale=en
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=p0c79z6br70ko9n1sqfpduqjiyp2.htm&locale=en#p0c79z6br70ko9n1sqfpduqjiyp2
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DELETE Deletes an S3 location or object. Ex. 2 

DESTROY Deletes an S3 bucket.   

ENCKEY Enables you to work with encryption keys. Ex. 3 

GET Retrieves an S3 object. Ex. 3 

GETACCEL Retrieves the transfer acceleration status for a bucket.   

GETDIR Retrieves the contents of an S3 directory. Ex. 3 

INFO Lists information about an S3 location or object.   

LIST Lists the contents of an S3 location. Ex. 1 

MKDIR Specifies a directory to create in an S3 location. Ex. 2 

PUT Specifies a local object to write to an S3 location. Ex. 1, Ex. 3 

PUTDIR Specifies a local directory to write to an S3 location. Ex. 3 

RMDIR Deletes a directory from an S3 location.   

Table 1. PROC S3 Use Cases 

To use PROC S3, you need an AWS bucket, folder with data files, region, key ID, and secret. 

For more information about keys and secrets, see the Amazon security documentation. 

For a SAS user, S3 becomes another data source to support analytics. For example, a text 

file could be stored in S3 and be used for predictive modeling. The following is an example 

of using the PROC S3 LIST statement to list the contents of a bucket or location named gtp-

lg/Data: 

PROC S3 KEYID="XXXXX" REGION="useast"  SECRET="XXXXX"  ;  

LIST "/gtp-lg/Data”;  

run; 

 

In Display 1, the log file shows two files in the folder “Data.” 

 

Display 1. Log File 

In Display 2, the view is from the AWS interface showing the same two files: 

https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=p1ewj46tklgsxvn1085utk4jlsid.htm&locale=en
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n1u5cmv746ze5qn18qcbuhcu5hul.htm&locale=en#n1u5cmv746ze5qn18qcbuhcu5hul
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n0cqe1u77zwr1jn14v00rtixgh9a.htm&locale=en
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=p1jazfgokrxoy5n1w0occsip58kp.htm&locale=en
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n14moa20wfbo2mn1hecjdxaumvc9.htm&locale=en#n14moa20wfbo2mn1hecjdxaumvc9
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n050105x6qedwqn1v4nywrmqttkb.htm&locale=en
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n14moa20wfbo2mn1hecjdxaumvc9.htm&locale=en#n14moa20wfbo2mn1hecjdxaumvc9
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n1lhat72ybmouwn1554f13zuyjpl.htm&locale=en
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n0r6ek4m4fhbumn12nxaocyyyy8m.htm&locale=en
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n14moa20wfbo2mn1hecjdxaumvc9.htm&locale=en#n14moa20wfbo2mn1hecjdxaumvc9
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=p1bfdwilgxkbs8n1raju65kd5340.htm&locale=en
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n0ktw9ye6l1rudn13mx0ftjogqst.htm&locale=en
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=p0c79z6br70ko9n1sqfpduqjiyp2.htm&locale=en#p0c79z6br70ko9n1sqfpduqjiyp2
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n0mqiqmhh7f9osn1to6pijb22g1n.htm&locale=en
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n1u5cmv746ze5qn18qcbuhcu5hul.htm&locale=en#n1u5cmv746ze5qn18qcbuhcu5hul
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=p0weas06l5ipb3n10c1an14pokm9.htm&locale=en
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=p0c79z6br70ko9n1sqfpduqjiyp2.htm&locale=en#p0c79z6br70ko9n1sqfpduqjiyp2
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n14moa20wfbo2mn1hecjdxaumvc9.htm&locale=en#n14moa20wfbo2mn1hecjdxaumvc9
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=p17j6vuhfwti19n14b2shiq96xhx.htm&locale=en
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n14moa20wfbo2mn1hecjdxaumvc9.htm&locale=en#n14moa20wfbo2mn1hecjdxaumvc9
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n0bf3uuikq2o71n0zad12w8rio6h.htm&locale=en
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_credentials_access-keys.html
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Display 2. AWS Interface 

SAS® Data Integration Studio has a data transformation to download a file from S3. The 

Download File From Amazon S3 transformation became available with the SAS Data 

Integration Studio release 9.402, as part of SAS9.4M4. In Display 3, the transformation is 

located under the Access group. The Download File From Amazon S3 transformation has 

options to configure PROC S3 behind the scenes, as shown in Display 4. In Display 4 and 

Display 5, the same information is required as in the preceding PROC S3 code example: the 

AWS access key, region, secret, and S3 location. The output file location is needed for the 

GET use case to define where to move the S3 data to the local file system.  

  

Display 3. Download File From Amazon S3 Transformation 

 

Display 4. Connection Options for Download Transformation 
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Display 5. Input and Output Options for Download Transformation 

Display 6 is an example of using the Download File From Amazon S3 transformation in SAS 

Data Integration Studio to access data in S3 and then load the data into SAS® Cloud 

Analytic Services (CAS). CAS is a cloud-based run-time engine that is part of the SAS® Viya 

architecture. This job has two steps: The first is moving data from S3 to the local file 

system where SAS in installed, and the second is lifting the data into CAS.  

 

 

Display 6. Download Transformation in SAS Data Integration Studio 

Another way to access data in S3 is with the use of a CASLIB statement. CASLIB statements 

are used when interacting with CAS. The steps to move data into CAS for processing are to 

use a CASLIB statement to define a connection to S3 and then use PROC CASUTIL to load 

data to CAS for use in-memory. PROC CASUTIL is a utility procedure to manage tables and 

caslibs in three main areas: transferring data, managing table and file information, and 

dropping and deleting files. The following is an example CASLIB statement and PROC 

CASUTIL:  

caslib AWSCAS3 datasource=(srctype="s3", 

accessKeyId="XXXX", 

secretAccessKey="XXXX", 

region="US_East", 

bucket="gtp-lg", 

https://go.documentation.sas.com/?docsetId=pgmdiff&docsetTarget=n0xobbc9993vf7n1luw5fcou3d0r.htm&docsetVersion=3.4&locale=en
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?docsetId=pgmdiff&docsetTarget=p0pcu02e24o0v4n1ioqhys6zppqo.htm&docsetVersion=3.4&locale=en
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objectpath="/Data/"); 

  

proc cas; 

session mySession; 

 

action loadtable submit / 

caslib="AWSCAS3" 

path="hmeq.txt" ; 

run; 

Executing this code creates a caslib and loads data to CAS. Display 7 shows the same table 

(HMEQ) in the previous example in a caslib in SAS® Studio. 

 

 

Display 7. Tables in a Caslib named AWSCAS3 

This section discussed two different methods to access data stored in Amazon S3: using 

PROC S3 and creating a caslib. Please note that PROC S3 is not a SAS/ACCESS® engine. 

The procedure performs object management functions as described in Table 1. The caslib 

described in the preceding example is not the same as a SAS library created with a 

SAS/ACCESS engine. A caslib is an in-memory space to hold tables, access control lists, and 

data source information when interacting with CAS. The reason that SAS/ACCESS 

technology is not used with S3 is because S3 doesn’t process data; it only stores the data. 

DATA STORED IN AURORA 

Aurora from Amazon Web Services is a high-performance, scalable, secure, fully managed 

relational database that is compatible with MySQL and Postgres SQL. Aurora customers 

have stated that its cost effectiveness, elasticity of capacity, database scalability, and billing 

for consumption are desired service qualities. The Amazon Aurora database is used for 

enterprise applications, software as a service applications, and web and gaming 

applications. 

SAS can access data in an Aurora database with either SAS/ACCESS® Interface to MySQL or 

SAS/ACCESS® Interface to PostgreSQL, depending how the database was created. In the 

creation of the Aurora database, there is a choice to make the Aurora database compatible 

with MySQL or Postgres. In the example for this paper, the version compatible with Postgres 

was chosen during the database creation.  

https://go.documentation.sas.com/?docsetId=casfun&docsetTarget=n1i11h5hggxv65n1m5i4nw9s5cli.htm&docsetVersion=3.1&locale=en
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=acreldb&docsetTarget=p02t4dkncyoxu7n1w2ysn79hm7em.htm&locale=en
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=acreldb&docsetTarget=n0fjl64b6o5qvon1wpzprpfom8au.htm&locale=en
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Display 8 shows an Aurora database in AWS named logalwpgdb. 

 

 

Display 8. Aurora Database in AWS 

The following is an example of using the SAS/ACCESS Interface to PostgreSQL to connect to 

the logalwpgdb database with a SAS LIBNAME statement: 

LIBNAME pgaws1 POSTGRES SERVER= "logalwpgdb.chrt2tleuhfw.us-east-

1.rds.amazonaws.com" PORT=5432 DATABASE=logalwpgdb  

USER=XXXX PW=XXXX ;  

Required connection information for the LIBNAME statement are server, port, database, 

user, and password. Display 9 shows the resulting library named “pgaws1” with a few tables 

in the Aurora database. 

 

Display 9. PGAWS1 Library 

The same connection can be made with SAS® Management Console or SAS Data Integration 

Studio. Display 10 shows the use of SAS Management Console to create a SAS library. The 

connection requirements are the same as those for the LIBNAME statement. The engine 

(Postgres or MySQL), server, database, user, and password are needed. Display 11 shows 

the connection dialog box for the Postgres Server named Aurora Server. The user and 

password were supplied by creating the AuroraAuth, and the user ID and password are 

added to a SAS user account in the user manager. The last step is creating a library using 

the Postgres engine and selecting the server created in Display 11. Detailed instructions for 

creating a library can be found on the SAS support site:  

https://go.documentation.sas.com/?docsetId=bidsag&docsetTarget=p01ik9gejwwfhtn1ay82

cgkg9p0c.htm&docsetVersion=9.4&locale=en 

 

https://go.documentation.sas.com/?docsetId=bidsag&docsetTarget=p01ik9gejwwfhtn1ay82cgkg9p0c.htm&docsetVersion=9.4&locale=en
https://go.documentation.sas.com/?docsetId=bidsag&docsetTarget=p01ik9gejwwfhtn1ay82cgkg9p0c.htm&docsetVersion=9.4&locale=en
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Display 10. Creating a SAS Library with SAS Management Console 

 

 

Display 11. Postgres Server Information for Aurora Database 

SAS® Data Explorer can also be used to make the connection to the Aurora database. In 

SAS Data Explorer, select Data Sources and click the new connection icon shown in Display 

12 to invoke the Connection Settings dialog box as shown in Display 13. Define the 

connection with the same required information as you would use to create a LIBNAME 

statement: engine type, server, database, user, and password, as shown in Display 13. 

  

Display 12. SAS Data Explorer 
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Display 13. Connection Settings in SAS Data Explorer 

As companies are moving their data to cloud databases such as Amazon Aurora, there is 

still a need to analyze the data stored in the database as well as other data sources. Data 

scientists, data engineers, and business analysts can access data in the Aurora database 

using SAS access engines such as SAS/ACCESS Interface to PostgreSQL and SAS/ACCESS 

Interface to MySQL. These SAS access engines can be part of larger solutions  that use 

different interfaces such as SAS Management Console, SAS Data Integration Studio, SAS® 

Visual Analytics, SAS® Visual Data Mining and Machine Learning, and others. 

DATA STORED IN REDSHIFT 

 

Amazon Redshift is a fast, cost-effective scalable data warehousing service offered by AWS. 

It is used to support reporting and dashboards, providing a repository for data spread 

between structured and unstructured data.  

SAS connects to RedShift using SAS/ACCESS Interface to Amazon Redshift. This interface is 

specifically designed to access data effectively. Jeff Bailey and Chris DeHart wrote a 2016 

SAS Global Forum paper describing the SAS/ACCESS Interface to Amazon Redshift in detail:  

http://support.sas.com/resources/papers/proceedings16/SAS5200-2016.pdf 

Display 14 shows a RedShift example, including the required information to connect from 

SAS: the endpoint (server), port, database, schema, user, and password. 

 

 

https://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.4&docsetId=acreldb&docsetTarget=n16eh98vroso8jn11e5z8ztvb4ez.htm&locale=en
http://support.sas.com/resources/papers/proceedings16/SAS5200-2016.pdf
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Display 14. Redshift Interface 

SAS interfaces such as SAS Data Explorer, SAS Management Console, SAS Data Integration 

Studio, and SAS Studio use the SAS/ACCESS Interface to Amazon Redshift. Display 15 

shows a connection to a database (dev) in Redshift (gtp-redshift-lg) with SAS Data Explorer 

using the SAS/ACCESS Interface to Amazon Redshift and the Redshift data connector. The 

term data connector is specific to the SAS Viya architecture, and data connectors are part of 

the SAS/ACCESS engine bundle. For example, the SAS/ACCESS Interface for Redshift on 

SAS Viya includes the appropriate data connector. Display 16 shows the selection of a 

database server used in a Redshift SAS library in SAS Management Console. The process of 

creating a library in SAS Management Console for Redshift is similar to creating a library for 

Aurora as previously described, except for the selection of the engine type. The engine type 

to use is Redshift, as shown in Display 17. 

 

 

Display 15. Connection to a Database in Redshift 
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Display 16. Selection of Database Server in SAS Management Console 

 

Display 17. Selection of Redshift Engine Type 

After the Redshift SAS library is configured, it can be used in SAS applications such as SAS 

Data Integration Studio to supply data for jobs to manipulate data, feed analytic models, 

and move data. Display 18 shows a simple SAS Data Integration Studio job to load a SAS 

table to Redshift. 

 

Display 18. SAS Data Integration Studio Job 
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The Amazon Redshift service offers a powerful, scalable, cost-effective option for a data 

warehouse in the cloud. The data stored in Redshift can be valuable with the use of 

analytics, but it first must be accessed with an analytic platform. The SAS/ACCESS Interface 

for Redshift offers more than the capability to read and write data to Redshift. A few points 

from the SAS Global Forum paper It’s raining data! Harnessing the Cloud with Amazon 

Redshift and SAS/ACCESS®  are worth repeating. The installation and configuration process 

is made easier by bundling the DataDirect Amazon Redshift driver and ODBC Driver 

Manager instead of obtaining and setting it up yourself. More SQL pass-down functions  

enable you to let Redshift do some of the work prior to moving data to SAS for further 

processing. Finally, the DataDirect driver provides better write performance.  

CONCLUSION 

Companies are moving their data to the cloud as part of the Digital Transformation 

movement. AWS cloud services such as S3, Aurora, and Redshift are viable options to store 

data. To gain additional value and insights from this data, the first step is to access the 

data. This paper has shown multiple examples of how to access data in S3, Aurora, and 

Redshift using SAS/ACCESS technology and the PROC S3 procedure. Using SAS/ACCESS 

technology and PROC S3 procedure, you can easily access data stored in Amazon to fuel 

your analytic processes. 
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